Label-free quantification of cystatin C as an improved marker for renal failure.
A label-free biosensor has been developed, allowing quantification of cystatin C in human serum. This was achieved by using reflectometric interference spectroscopy as detection method. Cystatin C is a small serum protein that allows detection of renal failure more reliably than established parameters as creatinine. The protein was immobilized on the surface of a glass transducer, forming the sensitive layer of the sensor chip. Based on a binding-inhibition assay, two different types of monoclonal cystatin C antibodies were compared, by their behavior and their obtained working range in buffer and serum as matrix. Both antibodies allowed quantification of the protein in serum as matrix within the required clinical ranges of 0.53-1.02 mg/L. Detected recovery rates are in a range between 84.8% and 116.1%. The developed sensor shows high inner chip reproducibility and low cross-sensitivity.